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Proper Citation

Zero Mode Waveguide Imaging and Analysis package tools (RRID:SCR_014660)

Resource Information

URL: https://github.com/marcel-goldschen-ohm/SingleMoleculeImageAnalysis

Proper Citation: Zero Mode Waveguide Imaging and Analysis package tools (RRID:SCR_014660)

Description: MATLAB software tool collection for data acquisition and image analysis from zero mode waveguides.

Resource Type: software resource, data acquisition software, data processing software, image analysis software, software application

Keywords: software tool collection, matlab, data acquisition, image analysis, zero mode waveguide, package tools

Availability: Available for download, Documentation is currently lacking

Resource Name: Zero Mode Waveguide Imaging and Analysis package tools

Resource ID: SCR_014660

Alternate URLs: https://github.com/marcel-goldschen-ohm

Ratings and Alerts

No rating or validation information has been found for Zero Mode Waveguide Imaging and Analysis package tools.
No alerts have been found for Zero Mode Waveguide Imaging and Analysis package tools.

Data and Source Information

Source: SciCrunch Registry

Usage and Citation Metrics

We found 4 mentions in open access literature.

Listed below are recent publications. The full list is available at RRID.


